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C. Paul

11. Line, Form, and Expression



SEMESTER OVERVIEW
1. Materials, Observation, Composition

II. Line, Form, and Expression

III. Shape and Space

IV. Value and Illusionistic Space

V. Personal Expression



BOOK

Drawing: A Sketch and Textbook, Lazzari, Schlesier, et. al 



11. Line, Form, and 
Expression

Contour Line

Egon Schiele “Three Street Urchins”, pencil on paper 1911.

http://global.oup.com/us/companion.websites/
9780199368273/videos/v7/

http://global.oup.com/us/companion.websites/9780199368273/videos/v7/
http://global.oup.com/us/companion.websites/9780199368273/videos/v7/


WHAT IS CONTOUR LINE?
A contour is the line which defines a form or edge - an outline

Cross-ContourOutline Contour

Drawing: A Sketch and Textbook, Lazzari, Schlesier, et. al pg 39.



BLIND CONTOUR

• Fast and Slow

• Continuous Line on Paper

• Timed



LOW RISK WARM UPS
1.Vase Face Drawing: Copy in reverse, do not lift pencil - Go Slow- Follow the outline slowly with your eyes and try to match that 
movement with your hand, this helps train your hand-eye coordination.

2.Upside Down Contour: Copy a famous contour line drawing upside down-Follow the outline slowly with your eyes and try to 
match that movement with your hand, this helps train your hand-eye coordination.  

3. Blind Contour: Vary Pencil Grip with Pencil Lift- Hold a small object in your opposite hand. Do not look at your paper during the 
drawing process- look at your hand 100% of the drawing time. Follow the outline slowly with your eyes and try to match that 
movement with your hand, this helps train your hand-eye coordination. Don't forget to draw all the little details, like finger nails and 
folds of skin!

4. Blind Contour Continuous: Vary Pencil Grip NO Lift- Hold a tool or larger object in your hand and do a Blind 
CONTINUOUS CONTOUR drawing of it.  You will have to do your entire drawing using only ONE LINE!  Don't pick your pencil 
up off your paper until you are 100% done!

5. Continuous Contour:  Vary Pencil Grip NO Lift + Apply and remove pressure for thick and thin lines-You can look at your paper 
now, but you still should be looking at your hand 90% of the time. Only glance down at your paper momentarily to check on your 
pencil placement. Try drawing fast and slow- vary your speed at which you are drawing. 

6. Cross Contour: Vary Pencil Grip + Apply and remove pressure for thick and thin lines-Cross contour lines are drawn lines which 
travel, as the name suggests, across the form. Cross contours follow the form of the surface area- using curved lines over curving or 
spherical planes, straight lines across flat surfaces, etc. 



1.Vase Face Drawing

Copy in reverse, do not lift pencil - 

Go Slow- Follow the outline slowly 
with your eyes and try to match that 
movement with your hand, this helps 
train your hand-eye coordination.

https://www.drawright.com/try-an-exercise
Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, Betty Edwards

https://www.drawright.com/try-an-exercise


2. Upside Down Contour

Copy a famous contour line drawing 
upside down-

Follow the outline slowly with your 
eyes and try to match that 
movement with your hand, this helps 
train your hand-eye coordination.  



3. Blind Contour

Vary Pencil Grip with Pencil Lift- 

Hold a small object in your opposite hand. 
Do not look at your paper during the drawing 
process- look at your hand 100% of the drawing 
time. Follow the outline slowly with your eyes 
and try to match that movement with your hand, 
this helps train your hand-eye coordination. 

Don't forget to draw all the little details, like 
finger nails and folds of skin!



4. Blind Contour Continuous

Vary Pencil Grip NO Lift- Hold a tool or 
larger object in your hand and do a Blind 
CONTINUOUS CONTOUR drawing 
of it.  You will have to do your entire 
drawing using only ONE LINE!  Don't 
pick your pencil up off your paper until 
you are 100% done!

https://mrs-cook.weebly.com/contour-line.html



5. Continuous Contour

Vary Pencil Grip NO Lift + Apply and remove pressure 
for thick and thin lines

You can look at your paper now, but you still should 
be looking at your hand 90% of the time. Only glance 
down at your paper momentarily to check on your 
pencil placement. 

Try drawing fast and slow- vary your speed at which 
you are drawing.

Egon Schiele, Hands 1910 watercolor and ink on paper



6. Cross Contour

Vary Pencil Grip + Apply and remove pressure 
for thick and thin lines-Cross contour lines 
are drawn lines which travel, as the name 
suggests, across the form. Cross contours 
follow the form of the surface area- using 
curved lines over curving or spherical 
planes, straight lines across flat surfaces, etc.

https://mrs-cook.weebly.com/contour-line.html



Quick Review: Materials, Observation, Composition

• Think about posture and 
how you are holding your 
drawing tool (variety is key: 
move from point to end)

• Remember how you frame 
(viewfinder hands in a 
pinch)

• Quick Thumbnails with a 
frame and ruler marks



Approaches to 
Drawing: 
Contour Line

Approaches to Drawing & Things to Think About 

Experience- Color / Quality of line/ movement of line, touch 
Observation- thru Sight, touch, or sound rendering   
  realistically   
Illusions- The 2D plane, moving into the illusionary qualities  
  of space  

Variation of line: Thick and thin

Direction of line: Horizontal, Vertical, Diagonal

Types of line: Curved, Straight, Zigzag, Horizontal, Vertical 
Diagonal, Implied/ actual 


Vocabulary: 
Continuous line 
Contour 
Cross-Contour 
Blind contours

Objectives: 
Line is an element of art 
Sequence is part of time and motion- a    
principle of art 
Conversations on meditation and concentration. Using line 
to describe form through contour and cross-contour lines. 
Variation of line to create visual interest and illusions. 

What is the function of line? 
Movement, informative, descriptive 
When lines become shapes are they…?  
Abstract, Symbolic, or Representational? 
What does a horizontal line imply? Diagonal? Vertical?  
How does a line inform us in language? Communication? 
How is time implied by sequence? What is the difference 
between symbolic or representational work? 
What you see, not what you know… but always? 



DONUT SEQUENCE
Large Project

https://resize-before-upload.com/explore/plate-drawing-hyperrealistic/



Large Project/Exercise:

Drawing contour & sequence (time and space 
principle of art)- donuts


Assignment: Fold paper into 6 squares. 
Hamburger then hotdog fold. 


Using your donut and contour/cross contour 
lines describe and draw the object with as 
many continuous lines as you can- remember 
to vary the line through thick and thin. 


Then, take a bite and re-draw your donut using 
the next square. Then, another bite and re-
draw, until the last box is only a tiny part left. 
You should have six images that will form a 
sequence of your donut disappearing. 
Remember to think about the direction and 
quality of line as well as the contour and cross-
contour of your line to describe the form of the 
object.




Above Average A+



Excellent/ Good Drawings “A/
B” Grades

Good continuous line

Variation in line and excellent cross contour



Average Drawing “C/D” Grade

Incomplete

Not a continuous line

Not directly observing


